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films available right now online 
 

 

A Walk in The 
Woods (15) (2015) 
(Amazon Prime) 
 

From travel writer Bill Bryson’s 
celebrated book, this 
comedy casts movie legend 
Robert Redford as Bryson, 
hiking the Appalachian Trail - 
2,200 miles of America's most  
unspoiled, spectacular and  

       
       rugged countryside from Georgia to Maine. The peace  
       and tranquility he hopes to find is anything but, after  
       agreeing to bring along his long lost and former friend  
       Katz (Nick Nolte), a down-on-his-luck serial philanderer  
       who sees the trip as a way to sneak out of paying some  
       debts and have one final adventure… 
 
 

 
Faces Places (12A) (2017) 
(Netflix) 
 
A beautiful documentary 
with an unlikely friendship at 
its core. In 2015 legendary 
New Wave filmmaker Agnès 
Varda and photographer 
and street artist JR met, 
immediately recognizing 
united passion for the  

 
      exploration of images, and the places and ways they can     
      be shown, shared and exhibited. Seizing the opportunity  
      to partner up, the pair set out in JR's photographic truck to  
      shoot this film across France. As they go from town to  
      village, the pair meet the people of France’s heartlands,  
      hearing their stories, capturing their images, and creating  
      beautiful art projects 

 

 

 

God’s Own Country (15) (2017) 

(All4) 
 
Francis Lee’s elemental and 
beautiful rural love story was 
a major hit in cinemas on its 
release in 2017.  Johnny 
(Josh O'Connor) works long 
hours in brutal isolation on 
his family's remote farm in  

  
         Yorkshire. He numbs the daily frustration of his lonely    
         existence with nightly binge-drinking at the local pub  
         and casual sex with other men. When handsome  
         Romanian migrant worker Gheorghe (Alec Secareanu)  
         arrives to take up temporary work on the farm, Johnny                         
         suddenly finds himself having to deal with emotions he  
         has never felt before and an intense relationship forms  
         between the two. 

 
On Chesil Beach 
(15) (2017) (BBC 
iPlayer) 
 

From Ian McEwan’s bestselling 
novel, On Chesil Beach traces a 
young and inexperienced 
couple’s wedding night in 1962. 
Following the pair through their 
idyllic courtship, the film dissects 
the societal pressure of sex and          

       
         relationships. Saoirse Ronan plays the prim, upper-class  
         Florence and Billy Howles as Edward, the working-class lad  
         she adores against her parents’ wishes. The story begins on  
         the lovers' wedding day and, as flashbacks chronicle their 
         courtship and romance, inches toward their wedding night.       
         A beautifully composed dissection of a compromised      
         relationship with two wonderful young performances at the  
         film’s broken heart. 
 
 

 
 


